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This paper presents some preliminary observations on the 
history of Ponapean phonology. To provide a context for this 
discussion, synchronic stateuents about Ponapean dialectology 
and phonology are presented. Diachronic hypotheses are 
then developed by examining the phenomenon of segmental 
erosion from the right and by detailing Proto-Oceanic sources 
for the phonemes of the Main dialect. Finally, concludine 
comments are offered along with a list of PO/Ponapean cognates. 
1. 0 ABOUT PO iJAPEA~J 
Ponapean is a nuclear Hicronesian laneuaee which serves 
as the lingua- franca of the Ponape district of the United 
States Trust Territory of t~e Pacific Islands. At present, 
Ponapean is spoken as a first language by approximately 
16,000 inhabitants of the islands of Ponape , Ant , l!gatik, 
and Pingalap.l Although no variation studies have been 
conducted on this language, at least f o-ur geographically 
defined dialects may be easily discerned. 
1.1 The Main Dialect 
On the island of Ponape, in the ~unicipalities of 
Madolenihmw, Uh, Uet, and Sokehs , and in the admin istrative 
center of Kolonia, the northern or ?~ ain dialect is spoken. 
If one may speak of a prestige dialect of Ponap e an , it is this 
one. It is the dialect most widely spoken and its pronunci-
ation has been adopted as the basis for orthographic reform.2 
It is the dialect to be considered in this paper. 
1 . 2 The Kiti Dialect 
On the southern part of the island of Ponape, principally 
in the municipality of Kiti, the Kiti dialect is spoken. A 
few Kiti speakers also reside on the atoll of Ant. The Kiti 
dialect differs from the Main most noticeably in terms of 
vowel distribution. Many Main dialect forms containing [E] 
have Kiti cogantes with [o] or [a]. Further, a surface 
contrast between [e] and [E] exists in the Main dialect that 
is not found in Kiti speech. In an essentially taxonomic 
analysis of the language, Garvin reports that ·1 in the Kiti 
dialect, the only mid front vowel phoneme has a closed 
allophone [e] before y and w, and open a\lophon! [E] in all 
other positions ~ long e· is always as [€·] •••• " In section 
2.3, it vill be suggested that within a generative framework, 
a very similar statement may be made to account for occur-
rences of [e] in the riain dialect, and that the surface 
contrast between [e] and [E] is not phonemic . . 
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1. 3 r: g a t i k es e 
: · ~ atikese is spoken on the atoll cf r~ ~atik, located approxi-
~ately 80 niles to the south of Ponape . Little infornation 
is availacle concerning this dialect, bet other speakers of 
Ponapean characterize it as beinp an rnrlish/Ponapean creole. 
All dialects of Ponapean contain a laree nu~ber of ~nelish loans, 
but apparently ~'ratikese bas borroned ent1 re .J2hras~ fror;: 
En plish and employs loans not ptes~nt in other Poriaoeahr r 
'aialects .. Purportedly- this came about as a co.nsequence · : .. · 
of contact with . New' Ehg!and wha:1.ers who1; during the.: . . • . .. . 
rid-nineteenth century, invade ~ the island, slaug~tered the 
male population, and internarried uith the women. At least 
one unique phonolozical feature of ·· :-atikese has also been 
observed; that is, the trillec £of other dialects is reflected 
here as a voiceless velar fricative. 
1. 4 Pinp:a.laoese 
T~ e ~ost diver r ent dialect of Pcnapean is spo k en on the 
atoll of Pinralap, located approxi~ately 160 ciles to the 
east of Ponape. Pinealapese bor<lers on mutual intelligibil-
ity ~rith other dialects. On the l~O word Swadesh list, for 
exa~ple, it shares 78 cognates with the ~ain dialect. Phonolo-
gically this dialect differs fro n others in at least two respects. 
First, oonosyllabic nouns are tolerate~, ~1hereas in other 
dialects these for~s undereo compensatory lengthening in reaction 
to the deletion of final vowels. Secondly, two consonantal 
phonemes of the other dialects, /t/ and /s/, are reflected 
as a sinele phoneme /s/ in ringal£pese. 
2. 0 FO '.! APEAi1 F:: onoLOGY TODAY 
Comparisons between Ponapean and Proto-Oceanic are b ased on 
the followinr inve~tgry of systematic phone mes for the ~ ain 
dialect of Ponapean. 
2.1 Consonants 
Apico-
Stops :'."!labial Dental 
Apico-
Alveolar F.etroflex 
Dorso-
Velar 
Plain ~W J1 · Velarized 
P. f fr i c ate s 
Fricatives 
~r asals 
Plain 
rr. ~ Velarized r,1W '"\, 
Laterals 
:'rills 
t 
s 
n 
1 
r 
ts 
' ' 
k 
I) 
L-
3' 
ts. 
on 
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For orthographic convenience, these phonemes ~ill subsequently 
be written e.s folloFs: 
The ?l:or.enie Pill be Fritten 
pW pw 
~w T]W 
r r 
ts t 
, , , 
f) ilf 
All other phonemes ~rill be represented as they are on the pre-
cedine chart. 
2.2 Semi-Consonants 
For the purpose of 
an~ /w/ are postulated. 
is uncertain. 
2. 3 Vm·1e ls 
::ig~ 
l!i d 
Low 
this report, two seni-consonants, /y/ 
The phonemic status of /y/, however, 
Front Back 
Un rounded Pounded 
i u 
e 0 +- ) 0v>c7 f1---
e. 0 
~ach of these vowels occurs lonr as well as short, with lencth 
beinf- phonemic. Lone vouels in this report will be ~lritten 
doubled. 
Garvin, 110~1ever, in his analysis states; nThe nain dia.lect 
of P::inapean has 7 deterninate syllabic vo«rels: a, o, E:, o, 
e, u, i; one in2eter~inate syllabic vowel: a; ... all the deter-
~inate syllabic vowels have the additional proso~ic feature 
of quantity; ... •5 Thus, the analysis suppested in this paper 
differs from Garvin's in two respects. First, no intermediate 
vouel schwa is postulated. Seconr!, the contrast betueen i:_ 
and ~ is not considered phone~ic. Since this position has not 
before been forrally presented, its bases are outlined below. 
Uote that in Garvin's analysis only ~eterrinate vowels ~ay 
occur long. /o/, an indeterninate vowel, is alveys short. 
It will be argued in this paper, houevers that all vowel 
phoneres occur both long and short, and, when they are short, 
they all have central allophones conditioned ~y adjacent conso~ 
nants. 
~{ 
o-c\,~p 1 
\o\ 
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Consonants in Ponapean forn two series--a front series 
and a back series. 
Front I'<>.ck 
;> PF 
... ~u 
t t 
1 
, 
r 
n ng 
s 
k 
This front/bact distinction is basel on the observation that 
consonants of the front series centralize sl1ort back vowels, 
and conversely, consonants of the back series centralize 
short front vowels. Illustrations of this follow. 
Front Vouels P.etween 
i [ p" 1] 
e [ rne:M.] 
a r pap J 
:Zack Vowels :Setueen 
u [ ltts] 
0 [ p es] 
0 [ p es] 
Front C's 
'also' 
'sweet' 
'S~J:!.~ ~ 
Front C's 
v jull'.p' 
'explode' 
1 hanrn.e r' 
3etween Eac!: C's 
[r!!'] 
[ta1] 
[ ltctk] 
'secret' 
1 tight' 
'can' 
r.et\;een Back C's 
[p"'ur:i] 
[topW) 
[rof)] 
'correct' 
' lush 1 
'burned' 
The exanples a~ove illustrate short vowel phoneues in 'pure' 
environments: that is, in positions between either front or 
back consonants. However, •;hen these vovels occur between 
consonants of fifferent series, as they often ~o, the vowel 
quality detectably slides in response to the 2djacent consonant, 
with the follow·ing consonant· domin'ating. · An example ·of th.is 
is [m . ~k) {ra•t' ~here the onset 0ftthe vow,l:is · f~ont,· but 
the primary quality of the vowel is central. 
Further justification for settinr up two series of 
consonants is the interestinz fact that front/tack consonants 
forn pairs, as they are listed in the preceding chart 1 and 
these pairs, excludin[ s and k, al~ost never occur uithin 
the same morpheme. 6 Thus, a oorpheI!'e like J?.1.E_ or p\'!Vpu is 
acceptable, but not pVpu or ~· Apparently, there is a 
~or~heme structure rule in Ponapean uhich involves consonant 
harrony . of this nature. 
Central vovels, then, even within a ta~onoric franework, 
are not phone~ic in Ponapean. Instead, consonants condition 
centralization in 2 ranner reniniscent of ''arshallese. The 
other point of disparity v ith Garvin's analysis, thouph, the 
nunter of ~id-front vowels, is a consequence of the penerativist 
position taken in this paper as opposee to the structuralist 
position taken by Garvin. 
t, 
st 
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Garvin postulated tuo ~id front vowels for the Mein 
dialect, /e/ and /E/, based on rnininal pairs like [seysey] 
'to cut hair' and [sEysEy] 1 to padcle' ; [eet] 1 ba::-: 1 and 
[EEt] 'one'. Fowever, other considerations are relevant here. 
1) Excludine loan words, [e] never occurs long except 
as a consequence of compensatory lengthening. Thus, 
one finds forns like [eet], but in the construct it 
is [etin]. [EEt] is also lone in the construct, 
[EEtin], 
2 ) [ e ] is a 1 ' ·78 y s f o 11 o u e d b y a hi f h vow e 1 o r !"' 1 i de , 
either on the surface as in [seysey] or uhec affixed 
as in [etin]. [e] cever occurs word finally. 
3) Where minimal pairs occur between short [e] and [E], 
the form. containine; [E] has a related forrci nith the 
vowel [a]. [sEysEy] neans 1 to padc!le', cut [saay] 
is 1 a paddling trip 1 • 
4) Other occurrences of short [E] not alternating uith 
[a] are not followed ~y hi~h vowels or glides. Thus, 
[tE] 'or' or [I"Et] 1 :1ere'. 
I 
These observations then suerest that one postulate a sinrle 
rid front vouel with C'.. phonetic norITl [E] and a raised short 
allophone [e]. The following informal rules and base forms 
suggest hm-r surface ninir:-al pairs can be accounted for. '!'he 
seeminply unnecessary complexity of the rules is rotivated 
by other facts of the lanpuage not discussed here. 
Hase 
Glide Insertion 
·-cOUSi 
Short E + e/ __ c 
0 
j-hig~: 
. +syllabic: 
Short a + E / __ c 
0 
i+high I 
1:-b ack _J 
Final Vowel Deletion 
Surf ace Form (Reduplicated) 
sEi 
sEyi 
seyi 
ti --
sey 
aeysey 
s ai 
sayi 
sEyi 
SEY 
SEYSEY 
:'o account for nouns like [eet], [EEtL and [saay], it is 
necessary to add a lenethening rule uhich applies only to 
nouns of the canonical for~ #(C)VC(V)tl. 
Base Eti E£ti sai 
Glide Insertion sayi 
I 
-cons I Short E: + e/ c ~+high eti 
-- 0 
Lene;theninp eeti saayi 
Short + E I __ Co i+syllabic J a :+hir>h ft--
.:-back 
Final Voire 1 Deletion eet EEt saay 
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Furth er d i scussi o n of the len s thening rule and its peculiar 
order uith r e s ~e ct to final vo~el deletion will ba offered 
in section 3.2. 
I t is necessary, then, within a zenerative fra~ew crk 1 
to establish only a single nid front vovel phonere . J1 ovever, 
s i nce the theoretical position on which this analysis is 
based is not accepte d by all scholars, and so that information 
may not be lost to then, the sub-phonen ic contrast of [e] 
a n d [E] ~ill continue to be in d icated in all transcription. 
3.0 ~ rosIOH FRO !~ THE P.IG:!T 
The deletion of final PO consonants and vov els is a 
phenomenon characteristic of ~~icronesi an languaees. The status 
of these final segment deletion r u les, thoueh, whether syn-
chronic or diachronic, is not easily deternined. 
3.1 Final Consonant Peletion 
In eeneral ~ final PO consonents are lost in Ponapean. 
} .1• 
'take; (" ;(a lap alE \ ~ v 1 thatch' 
O" 
.o._11"" 
. ~'qatop ;) ;) s 
*ah ang aaw 1 n outh' 
*n r.- ltinit l: inii 'pinch' 
:'' n an an(' n ana!:lan ' spiritual power' 
*onom »1c ne- vsix. 1 
:'e pakiwak p ako 'shark ' 
*P.uap uu 'tide' 
'l'equling iliil 'steer' 
I n five instances, hou ever, final PO consonants are retained. 
~·:inu(F.l) 
:':pan p (ou) (n) 
*piti(l·.) 
:~s akan 
1
' tokon 
nim 
pane:in 
pitik 
salt an 
s ol:on 
' drink' 
'aw al: en' 
'sprini; up ' 
'eat - honorific' 
'cane' 
Th e retention of the final *n in so k on is unexplainable. A 
possible explan e tion for the first four ite~s, thoufh, is 
SU[ f C St c~ by tte fact t h at they are all transitive verbs, 
three of ~hich have derived intransitive forns which do not 
reflect the final consonant. 
Transitive 
ran gin 
p i til-:: 
sa~an 
I n transitive 
Ppenr 
pit 
sa~ 
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The retention of the final ~ O consonant in these transitive 
verbs n ight be e x plained then by postulatin g the presenc~ · of 
a transitivizing suffir wh ich blocked the application of the 
final consonant deletion rule. In the intransitive for~s, 
where this · suffix was not present, the final coc sonant dropped. 
This position see~ s highly tenable in lipht of synchronic 
facts about the langua"e, where, in fact, transitive suffixes 
do occur. 
A problem with this solution is that final consonants 
uere deleted in some transitive forns. 
*alap 
l'cngkini t 
~"q ulinr 
alt: 
kinii 
kinikin 
iliilii 
iliil 
tr. 'take ' 
tr. 
in tr. 7 pinch 1 
tr. 
in tr. 'steer' 
Since 2lt: occurs only transitive, one t:'.i?ht 
transitive suffix occurred with this form. 
assume that no 
In the case of 
the second two verbs, t h e intransitive forr appears to be the 
base. Note the presence of the transitivizinr suffix -i!_. 
Hhich forn of the verb was selectec as the base, though, 
ulti~ately appears to be c orpholorrically con~itioned. 
Further col!lplexities i:Tith transitive/intransitive pairs 
are sufLested by these verbs : 
*saqit tt:Ek tr. ' sew' 
teytcy intr. 
*iriR irip tr. 'fan' 
irir in tr. 
:~ sanpo taper tr. 'catch' 
tap a.tap in tr. 
'1:puki wil:.it tr. 1 turn ' 
trik in tr. 
The transitive f orm of the vert in each of the above cases 
e~:hibits a fina.l consonant. I~ no case, thouph, is this final 
consonant a reflex of the final reconstructed se r nent of the Pa 
forI:1.. TThat the source is of these final consonants is at 
this point une ~planinable, but, of course, this is a common 
prob lei:: uith 'Jceanic lan rua~ e s. 
3.2 Final Vowel Deletion 
A comparison of PO reconstructions and Ponapean cornates 
illustrate~ the ~otivation for a final vowel deletion rule. 
"l'capi aey 'fire' 
,'•doneo rong 'hear' 
*k uku kiik 'nail' 
*lir:u liir,\·• 'spor-re, !:'.OS S 1 
*masaHa nataw 'sea' 
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;;nan a naan 'pus' 
*puko uuk i net' 
i'csala aal 1 roaC. 1 
~·;solo tool 'mountain' 
;'( tali saal 'rope ' 
1; t uk i suk 1 pour.. c1 ' 
*pituq u usu 'star' 
The effect of this rule is to delete a sinrle final vowel 
mora. Thus, consider *pituqu. ~in ce *q apparently r oes to 
r/J i r. all l'Iicronesian lang-uages , one r., ay assume t~ e loss of 
this consonant first. This results i!e.:' errnc~iate form 
pituu. By then deleting a final vowe mora one can account r 
for the short final vowel uhich is pre o · in the P onaµee.n ' 
form, usu. 
Further, it is cle a r t h at final vowel deletion must 
follow final consonant deletion in order to account for forms 
like these : 
* q ?.top 'thatch' *awang 'mouth' 
Final c Deletion qato : awa 
Ot h er P.ules ;);)SO aai-r a 
Final v Deletion ::>OS aaw 
What is not clear is the extent to which this rule is 
a diach ronic phenomenon of the lannuage. As previously dis-
cussed in section 2.3, there is justification for estab lishin~ 
a synchronic final vowel deletion rule. ' iotice: 
Elicitation Form 
kiik 
laang 
aat 
Construct Forl"1 
kikin 
1£npin 
£ten 
To derive these for~s, the following bases and rules are pos-
tulated. 
Eases 
kiki 'nail', l anpi 1 sky', ata 1 nane', ni 'construct suffi x •. 7 
Compensatory Lengtheninr (CL) 
# [ ( [+con s]) [ +syll] [-~yll] ( [ +syll]) ]NII --7.'.' 
ll[([+consl)(+syll][+syll~([~s~lll)JN# ~lonrr ~ J vi~ JJJ t!Jrv- ';,:.{ t 
This rule lenethens the first vowel of nouns with the canonical 
shape d escribed above. 
Vowel ~eisinR (VE) 
, +syllabic ! 
·-back 
;+lOH 
·. -lonF; 
+ 
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[ -1 OU] I c 
-- 0 
This rule raises short a to ~ (phonetically epsilon) when 
folloued by j._ in word final position. 
Vowel Copyin~ ("C) 
:+ S y 11 B b i. C . -; 
'.-back 
' i+low 
'._-lonp .... 
+ [-lou] / __ c1 
,+syllabic ' 
I 
' '-~ck 1- ~ : ~ · 
1-lo«; 
i--:-lonp. I 
_J 
c 
0 
i+syllabic 
j-ba.ck 
1~hi;::h ' A 
This is a vowel harmony rule which raises a to ~ (phonetically 
epsilon). This is an approxiMation of this rule. Its precise 
22ture is still not understoo~. 
Final Vowel Deletion 
V + r/J/VC(V) If 
Hote that this rule does not delete the final vo11el of mono-
syllables. 
Based upon a large body of synchronic {ata, · these r~les 
appear to be well ~otivated. They are applied to the above 
base for~s as follows: 
kiki 
CL kiiki 
VR 
vc 
FVD 1:iik 
Sur. kiH:. 
kiki+ni 
kiki+n 
kikin 
lanri 
laanci 
la~mr 
la~mp. 
lani:;-i+ni ata ata+ni 
aata 
atE:+ni 
lE:ne-i+ni E: te+r. i 
lE:nf!i+n e.at E: te+n 
lenr,in aat E:tE:n 
These rules~ in this order, generate the correct Ponapean 
surface forvs. It would at first seec curious that conpen-
satory lenpthening is synchronically ordered prior to final 
vowel deletion. ~ut, this is very likely the or~er in whihc 
these changE::s took place diachronically. Some uestern Trukic 
lanruages, Ulithian for example, still retain voiceless vowels 
in final position. This suggests that final vowels were first 
devoiced, cc~pensatory lengtheninc then took place, and finally 
voiceless vowels uere deleted. 
A corrparison of th~ base for~s that have been postulated 
for the above nouns Fith their PO reconstructions illustrates 
that for at least so~e forrns in the lanruace, PC final vowels 
have been retained, althourt their quality ray be rodified. 
Thus: 
_If if 
---------
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PO Reconstruction 
-1:!:.ulr:u 
*1 anri ( t) 
"'ansa(n) 
Ponapcan Pase 
kiLi 
lanpi 
ata 
The probleG is that synchronically it is protably not possible 
to postulate a final vowel for all bases where PO reconstruc-
tions sugrest one. In~eed, as one would expect, final vowels 
appear to be retained only in thoae forns which ta~e closely -
~ound suffixes. Othenrise 9 final vo~els ere lost with subse-
quent restructurinr cf the lexicon. Thus, if one is to recon-
struct to t t e level of the p!·onclofical base of Ponapear., 
a diachronic final vo~el ~eletion is required which uill 
&ccount for this restructurin ~ , ane a synchronic final vowel 
deletio~ rule is necessary to renereta correct surface forns 
for those items which do retsin the final vo11el. Unfortunately, 
too little is known about Ponapean to esteblish reliable 
base forrs for all itens co"nate ~1ith Proto-Oceanic. T~e extent 
of restructuring· that has taken ~lace, then, rem*ins unknown. 
It is co~sequently necessary in this paper to reconstruct, 
not to the base, but to an interFediate point of derivation 
approxi~atley equivalent t6 the level of the taxonomic phonene. 
'~. 0 PO ~ ot; RC:'.:S FOR POTJAf'E /,,N co1rnOl·1AFTS 
Followinr is an inventory of Proto-Cceanic consonants.B 
p t d s k q 
ncp mp nt nd ns nc!·. 
fl"ID. .m n n ni: 
H 1 r y R 
Ponapean reflexes of these PO consonants will be presented 
in the folloi1ing discussion. The procedure will be to discuss 
f i rst the laryngeal *q, then the velar consonants, the coronal 
consonants, end finally the labiel consonants. In addition, 
conn ents on gli&e insertion will be offered alonf with some 
observations on the source of initial consonant clusters in 
Ponapean. ~ists of repular consonantal correspondences will not 
be exhaustive. Lists of exceptions will be. 
4.1 7~e ~Rrynpeal *q 
*q in Ponapean, as probably in all other Micronesian lan-
fuaees, is reflected as ~. E xa~ples follov: 
i:qate E: £ 'liver' 
*qa.top ::>::>s 'thatch 1 
i·ma.qudi(p) mour 'life' 
:l;nana(~) naan 'pus' 
*?i tuq u usu 'star' 
* s etq it teytey 1 sew 1 
tcq ulin r· iliil 'steer' 
7 ' 
1t 
ot 
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I~ the follouinr example, w appears to be a reflex of *q. 
~ : in E: 'fish scales (its)' 
In section 4.5, however, it will be arrue<l that this ~ can 
te accounte~ for by a plide insertion rule. 
4.2 Velar Consonants 
*iku 
*ka(Fcr)angpa 
'ickamu 
~~kuku. 
i;kuli ( t) 
•'•laki 
1•nasal:i(t) 
*pul:i 
ic p uko 
:.s a.kan 
iik 
kapw 
korrm 
kiik 
l·.i i 1 
la al·: 
me: t E: !'. 
Fik 
uul .. 
sakfl.n 
A sinele irrerular reflex of *L occurs. 
*nsake -t£. · 
4. 2. 2 · *ngk 
*nek > 1-: 
4.2.3 ~·(n 
:'cnr,kini t 
-!: s an f :.~ a ( q ) 
*•-·? enr'za 
*R > r/J in seven cases. 
*dara(q) 
;': t:a(P.dr) anrri_:la 
i:ku::'.i ta 
*mauRi 
:'tR.ipa 
"'Ruap 
i;ns aka::i.u 
kinii 
tak 
p TE:Ek 
nta 
' kapw 
kiis 
rr.E: yn e 
rr.p E: 
uu 
t E: l: E: 
1 tail' 
'neu' 
1 you - honorific' 
vnailv 
'skin' 
'penis' 
'pain' 
'turn 1 
'net 1 
'eat - ~onorific' 
:'~k > r/J. 
'ur~·:rards' 
'pinch' 
'ride (vehicle)' 
I b B t ~ 
'blooc' 
'neP 1 
IS 0 Ui (~I 
~l~ft' 
'close (to it)' 
'tide' 
'island' 
llote that in all these cornates except the first two, *R 
is deleted before a hi;>~ vo~1el. The first t~"O for!l".s, ho~rever, 
are also irre~ular in other respects. The initial se~ment 
in *daPa(q) should be nasal rat~er than oral rraee to account 
for the retroflex in the Pona:;:Jean cornate. LapTT frOT" '"l a(Rdr)-
anzpa shoulc reflect a lone voPel rather tr:an a short one. 
~R >-r·in two cases. 
i• q ap aF.a 
*me Ra 
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ape re 
n:er 
'shoulder (its) 1 
'rust' 
Here, ~R is preserved before *a. However, these cognates are 
also suspect. The first is archaic and is retainec only 
in the highest honorific speech. Few speakers of ?onapean 
know this word. The second exhibits a senantic shift from 
PO vreddishi to Ponapean 'rust'. Also, the construct forn 
of this wor~ is rerin, ref lectinr the urong reflex for the 
P 0 fin a 1 v oi:re 1. 
Thus, two positions uay be taken ~1ith respect to *R. 
A claim Eight be ~ade that *R deletes before high vowels 
only, uith two possible exceptions, or one nisht argue that 
*R deletes everywhere also with two possible exceptions. 
It is impossible at this point to detercine which hypothesis 
is correct. 
4.2.l; *n8 
'l:ng > ng 
*angoango 
*dongo 
*langi(t) 
*le.nro 
itneapulu(q) 
,';nptpo 
•'>pang(ou) (n) 
*sane a 
i:talinpa 
4.3 Coronal Consonants 
lr .3.1 ~~s 
;';g > t 
'le as anp, 
*nasc:.ki(t) 
* s aq it 
*nasawa 
*sanga 
;':s au ( q) 
•'•solo 
i; s ul u 
*tusu 
-!: s ampo 
*sili 
on eoon ~ 
ronr 
laanr:; 
lo one 
n~oul 
np,ii 
p angin 
taan~ 
s al en l! 
e te 
metek 
teytey 
natau 
ta an~ 
too 
tool 
tiil 
it 
tape.tap 
til 
'yellou' 
1 hear' 
'sky' 
1 fly' 
1 ten' 
'tooth' 
v auaken' 
I thi['h I 
'ear' 
'rill (its)' 
'pain' 
' s e~J ' 
'open sea' 
1 thigh 1 
'far· off' 
'oountain' 
'torch' 
'point' 
'catch' 
'penetrate' 
- ---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.......ill .. liiiiiii-.._ 
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I~ two inst.o:nces, "'"s > r/J • 
i'(sa.la 
i(s ul i 
In one unexp 1 ainab le instance, 
4.3.2 i•ns 
*ns > t 
;'(a_nsa(r..) 
·hr..uns(io) 
*r·i.ans u ( rR) 
i•pinsiko 
i'cns am.a 
*nsiwa 
-::nso J·.a 
i(tansi (k) 
In one case, *ns > ¢. 
aal 
iil 
)( s > s. 
sakan 
aat 
nuut 
net 
utuk 
taar;i. 
tuua-
tok 
seet 
a.anr 
1 }:'Oad' 
'shoot, sucker' 
1 eat - honorific 1 
'nal"e 1 
1 sq_uic1 1 
'full' 
'flesh' 
1 outrirrer' 
'nine' 
IS tab~ 
'sea' 
'wine 1 
Thus, the rerular reflex of both oral and nasal grade *s 
is t. In three instances, *(n)s > ~. This sporadic deletion 
of T.(n)s with no obvious phonolopical conditoninE is apparent-
ly characteristic of Micronesian lanpua~es. It has also 
been reported for !':usaien, I!ol:ilese, Trukese, anc. !Jli thian. 9 
*c > r 
i:-da 
*daqa(n) 
i':donrr,o 
i":dua 
*nada 
i>;·1atudu 
1:!'\aq uc i ( p) 
i:mad ama 
-re.-
raa 
ronf 
ria-
r:aar 
nEyr 
t!l.OPr 
rn..aram 
'their' 
'branch, twig' 
'hear' 
'two 
'preserved 
breadfruit ; 
'sleep' 
'life' 
1 r -oon' 
In two instances oral erade *d shows a nasal grade reflex. 
:'• daLa ( o_) 
i~ ( C. l) L~i 
i:ta 
~!L 
'blood' 
'small' 
--- -- --- ---
4. 3. 4 ;"c r 
*r > r 
*iriR 
*raku 
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irip 
irii: 
rald 
trans. 
in tr. 
'fan' 
'scratch' 
In addition, the followine ambieuous cases occur. 
*(dr)an(i) 
*(c:'.r)on(st)o 
;':ka(dr) u 
i : p i ( C. r) i 
raan 
rot 
l~aru(p•1ut) 
pir 
I day I 
; darl··. I 
'scratch' 
't~·dst 7 
This a~bieuity is of no cons~quence, hawever,:since"in Ponapean 
both *d and *r are refularly reflected as £• 
4.3.5 1•nd 
"'n d > t , 
4. 3. 6 1:n t 
;<n t > t; 
*n danema 
*nd.amu 
*ndau 
*(dr)on(st)o 
*kin ta 
*M.untu 
;"<pin ta 
*pun ti 
i:n ta 
taanw 
tar.m(e) , 
~££ 
ro~ 
ki)-
r-.wu t , 
pi it , 
uut , 
-ta-
' 
'forehead' 
1 lick 1 
'leaf' 
'dark' 
'1st person pl.' 
'pulverized' 
'split leaves of 
pandanus' 
'a en an a' 
'our' 
Thus, *nc and *~t have fallen toe.ether, the nor~al Ponapean 
reflex beinfr, t. , 
lr.3.7 -;':t 
*t > s in these cases. 
1ctali 
1:talinr,:a 
;': t a I" .?. 
;'t t anri ( s) 
;':tolu 
1< top u 
:'tqatop 
*mat a 
:':n (!ma ta 
"•nputo 
*u.to 
saal 
salenp 
saan 
s£n~ 
sili-
seew 
oos 
ric:i.as 
cw a as 
pwuus 
uus 
'rope' 
'ear 1 
'father' 
'weep' 
'three' 
'supar cane' 
'thatch' 
I eye I ' 
'worm' 
'navel' 
'float of fishing net' 
an 
ti 
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*t > ~ in the followinc exanples. 
~1 tup a 
i~ t usu 
~: t uq u 
*tumpu 
*tina 
*natu 
'l';na t ud u 
·k ani tu 
uup 
it 
uu 
ipw 
iin 
n EE 
mEyr 
En i 
'fish poison' 
'point' 
1 stand 1 
'parentare 1 
1 !"other: 
'poss. for children' 
1 sleep' 
! rhost' 
:he preceding forms illustrate that *t > ¢ before hirh vowels, 
and that elsewhere *t > s. This s reflex of *t, ~owever, 
is probably a rather recent devel~p~ent. Luther Gulick, 
in a generally insirhtful article published in 1850, entitled 
11 A Vocabulary of the Ponape Dialect,' · lC describes no ~ 
for Ponapean. Insteac, he states: 1' ••• there is a series of 
variable and interchanceable sounds, includin~ our 'R 1 soft 
or i, and the co r re s po n d :i. n £' s u r d ch , and v e r '.? in c s o ire time s 
even upon sh and ~' for T!hich the sinrle character i is 
employed here, as beine cri the vhole, the truest renderinp 
6£ the entire ~roup. ' 1 All forms which he spells with i are 
in ~odern Ponapeen pronounced Yith an ~' ~hich is phonetically 
palatalized. In Hokilese, the laneuape nost closely related 
to Ponapcan, *t is still reflected as a voiceless palatal 
affricate. Thus, it seems reasonable to assume that in 
Ponapean, *t first went to a voiceless palatal affricate, and 
only uithin the past one hundred years ~eveloped the palatalized 
s.11 
In tuo additional cases *t > ~. 
*qe.te 
~~mate 
EE 
mEE (la) 
vliver' 
'die' 
These for~s would appear to be exceptions to the rule stated 
above that *t deletes oaly before high vowels. It ~ay bep 
thcugh, th2t ~ provides a special environment. There still 
recain these irrer:ular reflexes of *t. 
* t u1:i s u!.--:. 'pound: 
'l'•pitu isi- 'seven' 
~·: Fituqu usu 1 starr 
r:ere, *t is in an environnent l:efore a hirh voHel, but it 
has an Q_ rather than a r/J reflex. Other r:icronesian lang-uaf,es 
also exhibit irre~ular reflexes of *t. Thus, as with the 
prob lens of ·.':s, this ray be -?. phenor-enon of Proto-7~icronesian 
rather t\e.n of Ponapean. 
In a sincle instance, *t shows a nasal rather than the 
expected oral rrade reflex. 
*piti(k) sprine up' 
4.3.C ;~n 
i•n > r:. 
*anitu 
*inu(n) 
*nanane 
*rnanu(k) 
*nana(q) 
*niu(R) 
*pani 
*tina 
irn > rp 
i•ponu 
;\nareu(k) 
*pan(i) 
*tanun 
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Eni 
niF 
r.anaman 
ma an 
naan 
nii 
pa an 
iin 
weey 
aarw 
pEE 
SOWS OU 
1 2,~'.0S t 1 
'crink' 
' s p r i t u a 1 p o t ·J e r 1 
'birc', aninal' 
:pus' 
'coconut' 
'bait I 
'r..other' 
'turtle' 
'buf' 
1 uinf, arr: (its) 1 
1 r>rave' 
Except for *pan(i), uhere one nieh t assure *n ~as in final 
position, no plausible phonological con~itioninp Ray be estab-
lished to account for the celetion of *n. 
4.3.9 i•l 
it 1 > 1 
1• a lap 
i(lanGi(t) 
1•1iria 
;'•liUlU 
*pili(q) 
*rpulu(t) 
~:sala(:1) 
*solo 
;'(te.li 
:'•tolu 
i>q ulun~a 
alE 
laang 
li!'la-
li ir--.n 
pil 
pPiil 
aal 
tool 
saal 
sili-
ulunr er 
uluul 
This is a ree-ular correspon~ence. 
in the C:ata. 
4.4 Labial Consonants 
4. I+ .1 ~'P 
~·:p > p 
1•p a-
irp a-
i:p aq a 
pey 
pa-
pa(ki) 
'take' 
I SY.y 1 
'five' 
' r::oss, sponce' 
'choose' 
~ guu:' 
:road' 
':r.i.oun tain' 
9 rcpe 1 
'three' 
Ip i 110~·7 1 
There are no exceptions 
'firht' 
'causative prefix' 
1 cut yans for plantinc' 
i'(paqa 
*pada 
i~ pakiFal-. 
l'·pan(i) 
"'Pane ( ou) (n) 
*pat 
i~pi(c.1r)i 
fcpili(q) 
icpali 
1c t up a 
*p > </; 
i:pun ti 
i~puko 
,~pua(q) 
"'np:apulu(q) 
,.,p i.;l:i 
*tapu-
,., top u 
i'ttapu(n)i 
*ponu 
i~1c.ap o 
*r. sipo 
*r..pipo 
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paa 
-par 
pako 
p££ 
panrin 
paa-
pir 
pil 
p£1 
uup 
UU) 
uuk 
uaa 
ngowl 
wil~ 
s 0'\.7i 
seew 
s 0~·1 
ueey 
Ti'O 
-ti 
npii 
'leef' 
'p and anus' 
I Sh 8. r}: I 
1 t7inr- (its)' 
'a11 a.ken' 
'four' 
'spin, tr>ist' 
'choose' 
'respect' 
'fish ·po is on 1 
'banana' 
'net' 
'fruit' 
'ten' 
'turn' 
'conch shell tru~pet' 
'sugar cane' 
'afterbirth' 
'turtle' 
'heal' 
'doi1nwards 1 
'tooth' 
The Ponapean cognates containinf *p listed above sur~est that 
*p is lost before round vowels anC. is retained elseul.1ere. 
In some forms~ it appears that *p > w; however, it will be 
argued in section ~.5 that the~ in these for~s occurs as a 
consequence of rlide insertion. 
The follouing tuo cognates present possible orderin?, 
arguments for the deletion of *P· 
l~p ins il: o 
*pit Ud U 
u t ul~ 
usu 
· 'flesh' 
9 star 1 
:hese forms su~gest the existence of a vowel har~ony rule, 
the effect of whic~ was to back *i to u in concord with the 
final roun~ vowel of the rorpheme. *p, then in the proper 
environment, was ~eleted. 
::cP note this cornate 
is i- 'seven' 
This form sureests that the deletion of *p should precede the 
fronting of final short *u to ~' a rule which uill be dis-
cussed in section 5.1.2. T~us, Ponapean copnates of *pinsiko, 
*pituqu, and *pitu may have evolved as a consequence of these 
ordered rules. 
PO :5' o rms 
Other Rules 
V ou e 1 Ti aroony 
p Deletion 
Short *u ~ i/~_# 
Vowel Harmony 
Final Vouel Del. 
Surface F orn 
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*pinsiko 
pitiko 
putuko 
utuko 
utuk 
utuk 
*pituqu 
pisuu 
pusuu 
usuu 
usu 
usu 
1:pitu 
pisu 
pusu 
usu 
usi 
isi-
isi-
(Vowel harnony is allowed to apply t wice here; therefore~ it 
is assu~ed that this rule is older that £ deletion and ~ 
frontine and still existe~ in the 8ra~~ar at the ti~e these 
rules applied.) 
Th is cay be a plausible uay to account for these forms. 
Vowel harmony and the frontinp of final short ~ are reasonably 
well established facts about the history of Ponapean phonology. 
Appeal to these rules will also be ~ade wh en discussin e 
prothetic ~ in section 4.5. ~ ut, t3e ordering presented 
above is based on too few forms to l•e very convincinf. 
Further, those forms containing *t above are irregular in 
another respect. *t should have deleted. And, there still 
re~ains in the data one instance of *p deleting before *i 
that cannot be account2C. for. 
*api aay fire 
If *p does in fact sporadically delete before i• then the 
previous discussion is sonewhat suspect. 
4.4.2 *nr-o 
*ngp > p1: 
*ka(Rdr) angpa 
1•nrpongi 
kapw 
pwoong 
Only these two cases occur in the ~ata. 
4 . 4. 3 :':mp 
*mp > pw 
*mpo-
*mpou 
*npua 
* mpule 
:': r.i.p u t 0 
*npe ngl'.a 
'l<mpou 
Two exceptions occur : 
*rl!ponot 
1:sampo 
pwoo 
m:wpuey 
pPUU 
pwili 
pwuus 
pwE:E:k 
pPO~! 
pon 
tapatap 
'new' 
' nirht' 
1 smell 1 
':--all bladder' 
'betel nut' 
'coHry shell' 
'navel ' 
'bat' 
' fishinf1' pole' 
'blocked' 
'catch' 
' 
' . 
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:Jo obvious expla~ation suegests itse~f for these irregular 
reflexes. They illustrate again the proble~ of oral/nasal 
grade contrast in PO. 
4.4.4 *rr.. 
1:tri. > rn. 
i•lima 
:'cl!lada 
'~manu (k) 
'~mata 
*maur..i 
"•ns ama 
;'•mansu ( rR) 
~:ta in.a 
*caqudi(p) 
i'kamu 
O:<lill'U 
'~-tlU 
:'•qumu 
""namo 
li~a­
rr..aar 
ma an 
ma as 
meyng 
taarr, 
met 
s aan": 
JllOFr 
kor•P 
liir1w 
-mu 
uuriw 
naamt1 
'five 1 
'preserved treadfruit' 
vbird, anirPal 9 
'eye' 
'left' 
'outrigcer' 
'full' 
'fath~r' 
'life' 
'you - honorific: 
'moss, sponge' 
'your - .. Sf'·' 
'earth oven' 
1 lar;con ' 
Thus ) icr'l is reflected as v.w before round vowels and as n 
els ew:t e re. 
4.4.5 
*ndangna. 
i;npmao 
'':ngnata 
i>RungMa(q) 
Jo exceptions occur here. 
4 . b, 0 6 ;':, .. y 
*awang 
:~ns iwa 
'lir.7alu 
i-;'(.1 at1 a 
)':mas awa 
t aarn.w 
' mwaang 
mwaas 
iiL"!W 
-J:ngm > rr:w. 
aa•.r 
tuwa-
ueli-
u aar a 
mat a~·· 
'forehead' 
'taro' 
-: i:ro rm 1 
'house' 
'mouth' 
'nine' 
'eipht' 
' nephew relationship' 
'open sea' 
In a single instance, *F is reflecte0. as '/;. 
*p a!~ iHak pako 'shark' 
This cognate will be furtl:er discussed in section 5 .1.1. 
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4.5 Glide Insertion 
Glides in Ponapean originate from t~ree possible sources 
from proto-glides (in the case of *w), from *i or *u, 
or from elide insertion. In this section of the paper, only 
those glides which occur as a consequence of inserti6n are 
to be considered. 
As has already been suggested in section 2.3, one elide 
insertion rule is the followin3. 
l+syllauict ,~hit:h _J I+:~ llabi c-·1 1+nigh ~ 
.aback I 
!sround 
·- ... 
·. ' I+ s y 11 ab i c I -:-3igh J 
. . 
-· s y 11 ab i 11 
i+l1 i gh 
lab acl: 
'.s round I 
·-
Fsyllabic .. I 
f+high 
'aback ~round 
This rule inserts 1y 
lw 
between a non-high vowel and l.i-, #. 
lu 
Examples follo·w: 
*a pi 
*mpou 
*topu 
•'csaqit 
ir tan um 
aay 
pl'lOW 
seew 
teytey 
S O'tcSO~l 
L 
'fire' 
'fishinc pole' 
'sugar cane' 
'sew' 
'crave' 
That is, after the deletion of a?propriate consonants, elides 
are inserted and the final vowel is deleted. 
The principal basis of this argument is that within a 
generative framework it is synchronically necessary to 
pre 3 erve the final vowel of at least some of these forms 
in order to account for morp ;10phone;,Lic alternation. Thus, 
-~'fire' occurs in a compound as (~.isini)~ (lit. bit-of-
fire) meaning 1 a fire, as for cooking'. Only syllabic! 
can raise short~ ~o ~; therefore , a base~! ~ust be postulated 
to account for the elicitation form, which underBoes compen-
satory lenBt ~ eninr, and the conpound forra which does not. 
Glide insertion is thus required synchronically, the extent 
to uhich it id necessary diachronically is unclear since, 
as uas explained previously, it is not known to uhat extent 
final vowels have been preserved in the base. 
In three instances the preceJin~ rule seems to give the 
wron6 result. 
~~mp OU 
ictapu-
icponu 
mwp~rcy 
S €.Wl 
weey 
1 f,all bladder (its)' 
'conch shell trumpet' 
'turtle' 
d 
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Note, however, that the first two forms are morphologically 
complex. mwpwey is possessed and sEwi occurs in PO as a 
bound sten. It is not immediately obvious, though, hou these 
affixes interact with the stem to produce the glide they do. 
The third form, *ponu > weey is aberrant in a nuraber of respects, 
and remains without explanation. 
Prothetic w also occurs as a consequence of r,lide inser-
tion .• rote these examples ; 
*eno 
*on om 
*ponu 
*quna 
i(puki 
~ven­
wene-
weey 
i·JinE 
wik 
vlie down' 
1 six 1 
'turtle' 
'feather$, scales (its)' 
'turn' 
If one assumes that in the first form, *e was backed to o 
in harmony uith the final vouel, that in the last three 
forms initial *p and *q vere deleted (recall that *µ deletes 
before round vowels), then one Ll ay postulate that w was in-
serted between 1'l and round vowels. Later developments then 
unrounded these vowels. 
Synchronically prothetic w is preserved only before 
non-round se5ments. Thus: 
*pulto 
*r, insiko 
>':J:!.uap 
*tupa 
i:pituqu 
i:qu lung 
i:punti 
uuk 
utuk 
uu 
uup 
usu 
ulung 
uu~ 
'net i 
'flesh' 
1 tide 1 
'fis ·r: poison ' 
'star 1 
; pillow' 
'ban an a' 
There is still so~e instability in Ponapean between initial 
wi and initial u. The word for 'lobster', for example, is 
alternately pronounced wirEnna or ure:nna, apparently in free 
variation. 
4.6 Initial Consonant Clusters 
There are four instan ces of initial consonant clusters 
in the data. 
*muta(q) 
*daP.a(q) 
~•npou 
*Ripa 
n w mo us 
nta , 
mv?pwey 
mpe: 
'vomit 1 
'blood' 
'eall bladder (its)' 
'close (to him) 1 
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As Goodenoug h suggested~in his article Tne Long or 0 ouble 
Consonants or Trukese l~ these occurrences of initial consonant 
clusters probably reflect older forms with first sylla~le 
reduplication. Comparing the first two iteHS with Gilbert-
ese and Trukese, one finds. 
Gilbertese 
Eu f! uta 
raraa 
Trukese 
bbus 
cca 
Ponapean 
mwre\1us 
n~a 
Trukese and Ponapean both delete the first vowel in the re-
duplicated syllable, thus producing geminate consonants. In 
Ponapean, however , still another rule applies. Synchronically, 
this rule is very general : in effect, if two adjacent homor-
ganic consonants occur . the second of wtdch is voiceless, 
the first becomes a homorganic nasal. This rule then accounts 
for $ from ~· What the pre.cise nature of this rule 
was diachronically is not yet know~. 
4.7 A Summary of Regular Consonantal Reflexes 
Final Consonant Deletion 
Laryngeals 
Velars 
Coronals 
Labials 
Glide Insertion Rules 
c > ¢/ II 
*q > </J 
. 1>k I 
l: *ngk'.> k 
*ng > ng 
*R > ¢ in seven cases 
r in two cases 
~~ s 
i*nsl> t 
. *d \ (. I 
.*r 1> r 
: *nd ! 
; :'•n t '. > t 
*t > r/;/ __ hi~h vowels 
s/elsewl1 ere 
*n > n 
,·,1 > 1 
*? > </JI round vowels 
p/elsewhere 
1*ngn ' ~ :: ! 
: *mp !. > pw 
*m > mw/ round vowels 
rr:./elsewhere 
*ngrr. > mw 
,'tw > w 
See section 4.5. 
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5.0 PO SOURCES FOR PONAPEAU VOWELS 
Five vo~els are postulated for Proto-Oceanic. These 
are *i, *e, *a, *o, and *u. Ponapean reflexes of these PO 
vowels will be presented in the followin g discussion. 
First) the high vowels will be examined, then the mid vowels, 
and finally the low vouel a. As in the discussion of con-
sonants, lists of repular correspondences will not be exhaus-
tive, but lists of exceptions will. 
5.1 High Vowels 
*i > i 
,~ia 
*iriR 
*ngkinit 
*kin ta 
,.(lima 
;'tpinta 
*piti(k) 
*tina 
ic(dl)iki 
*anitu 
*iku 
iclimu 
)'cniu 
*pi tu 
;': t al inga 
ii 
irip 
kinii 
ki~­
lina-
piit , 
pitik , 
iin 
tik 
, . 
e: n i 
iik 
liimw 
nii 
isi-
sale:ne 
' he , s :1 e , it - en p hat i c 1 
1 fan' 
'pinch 9 
'we' 
'five' 
'split leaves of 
pandanus' 
'spring up' 
'oother' 
'snall' 
1 [di. est' 
'tail' 
'noss, sponge' 
'coconut' 
1 seven' 
'ear' 
In this instance ? *i ~ e:/aC~_Ca. This rule can also be used 
to explain the followinf odd form. 
*pakiwak pako 'shart:.' 
After the application of the preceding rule and the deletion 
of the final consonant and vowel, tl1e intermediate form 
pake:w occurs. A synchronic fact of Ponapean is that e:~ 
alternates with ow and sometices o. This alternation, then, 
might account forthe form paL o. 
In two instances, *i > u. 
*pinsiko 
*pituqu 
utuk 
usu 
'flesh' 
'star' 
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A possible explanation for why~ occurs in these forms, but 
not in a form like isi- from *?itu, has already been presented 
in section 4.4.1 un~t!1e discussion of the loss of *P· 
In a sin0le instance, *i > ~. 
*inu(m) 
5. 1. 2 *u 
1•u > u 
*tuqu(d) 
*qulunga 
*tluta(q) 
1~tupa 
*mpua 
i(quda 
*puk o 
*r:iputo 
'•uto 
*nuns(io) 
n in 
uu 
ulung 
1".lWiilWUS 
uup 
pwuu 
ure: (nna) 
uuk 
P'TUUS 
uus 
nuut 
'drink' 
1 stand 1 
'pillov.r ' 
'vomit' 
'fis h pois on' 
' b etel nut v 
1 lobster 1 
1 net 1 
'navel' 
'float of fishing net' 
'squid' 
Note that in these examples 9 *u > ~in those cases where the 
vcuel is inherently long, as in the first form after the 
deletion of *q, or where the stec final voucl is *a or *o. 
This observation lends further credibility at the argu~ent 
developed in section 4.4.1, and referred to above, where it 
was hy~othesize d that high back vowels remained back in ste ~ s 
endin s in short non-high vowels . 
In cases where the final vowel of the reconstructed 
form i s high, the situation is more complex. Note these 
examples where the final vowel is *i. 
;~ k uli 
i~puki 
*suli 
*quling 
7•mudi 
kiil 
\lik 
iil 
iliil 
umiri 
's k in' 
'turn' 
'shoot, suc ker' 
'steer' 
' after (it) 1 
liere , *u is reflected as !· This can be attributed to vowel 
haro ony of t h e type p~eviously discussed in this paper. 
How note the followin e forms wh ere the final vowel is *u. 
* k uku 
*matudu 
1cmp ulu(t) 
*sulu 
1c tumpu (q) 
*tusu(k) 
k iiL 
me: yr 
pwiil 
tiil 
ipw 
it 
1 nail i 
'sleep' 
1 g um, glue 1 
'torch' 
'parentage' 
'point' 
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If one assumes that short *u + i/ # 1 the n vowel harnony will 
again explain the fronting of non-final u to i. Based 
on synchronic evidence, the frontin b of final *u is a reasonable 
hy p othesis. (See section 3.2) Furt h er support for the posi-
tion t h at short *u was fronted to i in final pos i tion is 
provided by forms like t h ese. 
t:wal u 
*pi tu 
Ue li ·-
isi-
'eigh t' 
'seven' 
In these forms, which were free in PO but only occur affixed 
in Ponapean, the final vowel is clearly preserved as i. 
In two cognates, *u fronts to i even though it is not 
in final position. 
*inu(m) 
f(pan~ (ou) (n) 
n i u; 
pangin 
'drink' 
'auaken' 
Two explanations sug gest t h e~ selves here. It nay be that 
*u fronts to i even if an intervening non-round segme n t 
occurs , or more li k ely, the final consonants here, which 
should have deleted, are analyzed as bein g thematic and not 
as part of the stem itself. 
All the precedin g high vowel reflexes, then , rai ght be 
accounted for by these two rules. 
Vowel Harmony 
:".+syllabic"; ab ac1: i+syllabic l 
1
-low 8round · I [+cons] 1- loir I + 
:aback 
' Sround 
J ••• 
*u Frontin p.: 
+syllabic 
.-
i+hif;h . -+ -back I 
;+back :--round I II 
·-
Vowel h armony is probably the older of these t~:o rules, and 
very likely applied both before and after the frontin g of 
*u. Again, I refer the reader to section 4.4.1 for exanples 
of this position. 
As one would expect, there are exceptions to these rules. 
*qumu 
*mun t u 
*pun ti 
uu mw 
mwut; 
uut 
., 
'earth oven' 
'pulverized' 
'banana' 
*tuki suk 'pound' 
*Rungma iimw 'house' 
*dua ria- 'two' 
*nsiwa tuna- 'nine' 
In the first four forms (assuming the fronting of final *u) 
the vouel harmony rule does not apply. Zven synchronically, 
though, vowel harmony (or copying) is a very cooplex phe-
nomenon, the precise nature of whicl1 is not understood. 
The fronting of *u in the fifth and sixth forms is also 
unexplainable. The last for~, though, mig:it be explained 
by the fact that iw is synchronically an impermissable sequence; 
thus, *i was probably backed to ~ as a consequence of this 
constraint. 
5.1.3 Glide Formation 
PO high vowels become glides in the following items. 
*matudu 
*ltlaqudi(p) 
*ngapulu 
*pua(q) 
me: yr 
mowr 
ngowl 
waa 
'sleep' 
'life' 
'ten' 
'fruit' 
A comparison of the first three forms suggests that rules 
affecting *t are ffiore recent than . the loss of *q or *P· 
Assuming a glide formation rule: \+syllabic 1 -hif~ : + [-syllabic]/ 
• !_ • 
+syllabic1 
.-high I [-syllabic] then the following rule ordering 
. ·--would explain these forms. 
PO Reconstructions r:atudu 
*q + ¢ - --
Glide Formation --
*p + r/J/ __ round v 
Glide Formation 
*u + i/ If )!).at udi 
--Vowel Harmony matidi 
*t + r/J/ __ >.igh v maidi 
Glide Formation may di 
Other Rules me: yr 
maqudi 
T·1audi 
maw di 
mowr 
ngapulu 
U8aulu 
ngawlu 
ngawli 
ngowl 
Note that the glide formation rule has been allowed to apply 
whenever the conditions are correct. This, in essence, is 
claiming that this is a rule wl!ich has been in the language 
for a lone time. Also note that the orderine here is consis-
tent with ordering arguments pr es en ted elsew~ie re in this paper. 
It should not be assumed, however, that rules subsumed under 
" Other Rules · are ordered in this position. Rather, since 
these rules are not directly relevant to the argument, they are 
grouped toeether to avoid obscuring the presentation. 
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The fourth forn, w~~ from *pua(q), can be eJcplained by a 
glide formation rule of this nature. 
~ .. 
+syllabic +syllabic 
: +hi ~h . +[-syllabic]/#_ ;-high 
If one takes the position that juncture has a minus value for all 
distinctive features that apply to segments, then the two glide 
formation rules presented here can be written as a single mirror 
imafle rule. 
!·+ s y 11 ab i c 
~hiEh '+ [-syllabic]% 
;+syllabic ·
1 j-high . _ [-syllabic] 
5.2. Hid Vowels 
5.2.1 *e 
There are relatively few non-final occurrences of *e. 
wen(ti) 1 l ie down 1 
i<kiekie kiE 'possessive for mat' 
*mpengka pwEEk 
These forms support the position taken in section 2.3 of this 
paper that *e is realized as e when followed by a hieh non-con 
sonantal segment, and that elsewhere ~e > e. The first item, for 
example, trhen followed by the suffix -.!:.£_, is pronounced wEnto. 
In a single instance, *e > a. 
*l:a tea kasa 'side of canoe opposite outrigger' 
Based on a single exa~ple, one ~ight hypothesize t ha t ea > aa. 
*e. 
There are additionally two questionable cognates containing 
*me!?.a 
i··pengu 
mer 
pengi ( t:::iy) 
panrit' 
'rust' 
'blow the nose' 
The construct form of the first word is nerin, thus reflecting the 
wrong final vowel (and explaining the occurrence of e rather than 
~.) In the second item, a better reconntr~ction for the Ponapean 
form woul~ seen to be *pangu. 
5.2.2 *o 
i(o > o 
:~(dr)on(st)o 
~·,dongo 
*mpo-
i;nf,pongi 
*rnpou 
*nsoka 
*toko(n) 
i:o > e/£ 
*topu 
r'ponu 
f'ko(e) 
*m.pou 
'/;on om 
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rot 
' ron~ 
puoo 
puoong 
p·wow 
to!: 
sokon 
seep 
weey 
k f, 
ni:. 1 p\1ey 
wene-
'dark' 
1 hear' 
'snell 1 
rnight' 
'fishins pole' 
I 0 tab I 
'cane' 
'sup;ar cane' 
'turtle' 
1 YOU - SG• I 
'r.all bladder (its)' 
'six' 
The fronting of *o to e or £ apparently involves vo~!el harmony, but 
since the precise nature of-vouel harmony is not understood, it is 
difficult to , systeEatically account for these forms. The last 
cognate also sugcests that final *o uas fronted to es but this 
cannot be justified by synchronic data . . l!ore likely, final ~·: o was 
lost ~ for example, the vowel that appears in the construct form 
of a noun like roong 'news' (from *donro 'hear') is just an insert 
vo~el. Thus, on~ may say either ronrin or rongtn . . Both forms 
are acceptable. 
In two instances, *o becomes a high vouel. 
~':tolu 
*matolu 
sili-
mosul 
'three' 
'thick' 
In both instances, *o is between~ and!, Mbich are phonetically 
palatalized. This palatalization probably accounts for the 
raising, but the motivation for the front/back differences here 
is acain not very clear. In neneral, reflexes of mid voPels are 
not very well understood, principally because there are relatively 
few forms to uork uith. 
5.3 *a 
~· a> o 
*an p,o an r;o 
*q,atop 
~'laneo 
oneoont; 
oos 
l::>::>ne; 
'yellow' 
'thatch' 
'fly 1 
JUt 
ls 
as 
rt 
ly 
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These three for ms illustrate wtat was apparently an early develop-
~ent affectin g ,·~a; that is, *a-+ o/ Co. I: ote that this rule 
precedes co n pensatory len p thenin?. -(The lon e vo~:el in :.rngoon g 
is a consequence of reduplication rather than !enethening.) 
Unfortunately, there are only t ~ ree exam~les of this rule, and 
almost as ~ any exceptions. Thus 
i:n amo 
:'; s<H1po 
naar~; 
tapatap 
'la poon' 
'catch' 
The second of these items, though , nay not b e a eood co gnate. 
*mp should have b een reflected as a velarized, not a plain, labial. 
In the follouin [, faros, ic a is reflected as a. 
* ·· da -- ra- 'their' 
*daf: a ( ~ ) nta 1 blood 1 
i• d u a r!.a- 1 t u o 1 
*k a l~ a k a a l: a 'respect' 
*lima lima- 1 five' 
'°'r..adama mar am 1 n oon' 
-l•;,1anan g man arr.an 'spritual power 1 
~·• mas aw a mataw 'sea ' 
i"p ua(q) waa 'fruit' 
*· .. n ta - ta- 'our' 
' 
~ote t h at in all of the above Ponapean cognates~ is short , e x cept 
as a co n sequence of reduplication or coITpensatory lengthenin f, . 
J ote also t h at in the PO reconstructions, *a is follo~ed hy no 
vowel except *a. 
In these forms , after t h e deletion of the final consonan t 
if present , the final vowel is *i. ~ote that *a raises to E. 
;'> nanipi(s) mEnipinip 'thin' 
*masaki(t) mEt€k 'pain' 
;~p ali pEl ' respect' 
"'mau Ri mt:yn~ 'left h and' 
*saqit t€EY:. 1 sew' 
*tangi(s) sEn r, 'weep ' 
The followin z forms are all possessed nouns. 
third ?e rson possessive suffix is - i. 
Synchronically the 
*qap a ra 
* a s a n s 
itp an(i) 
apEr 
€tE 
p€E 
' sh o ulder (its)' 
't: ill (its) ' 
'win ~ (its) ' 
Thus , the raisin s h ere mi gh t b e a ttributed to t h e pr e senc e of an 
- i suffix , wllich i s delete d o n t il e surface . 
- - -· --~ · 
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The follouing items also exhibit the raising of *a to ~' but 
the final vowel is *u. 
;~anitu £ni 'ghost' 
*mansu(rR) lil£ t 'full' 
*matudu m£yr 'sleep' 
*natu nEE 'poss. for child' 
*nsakaRu tE1':.£ 'island' 
*walu WE: li-· 'eight' 
If the raising of ~ to £ is ordered after the fronting of ~ to !, 
then these forms, too, illustrate regular reflexes of *a. This 
~raising rule can now be formulated as follows: 
.. 
:+syllabic· 
: + 1 o" + [ - low ] / _C 
0 ; ·- long 
·+syllabic '. 
j +hi c:1 11 
'-back 
· -b acl~ 
l 
This rule states that short a (probably a front vowel at this 
point as a consequence of th; introduction of ~) raises to £ when 
followed by any number of consonants and ! in final position. 
Final position appears to be important based on forms like this 
one. 
*pang(ou)(n) pang in 
mp Eng 
trans. 
intr. 
1 ai1aken' 
There are diachronically few cases which support the importance 
of final position, but synchronically it is clearly inportant. 
Additionally, a vowel copying rule is needed to account for the 
raising of the first a in forms like EtE 'gill' (its), mEtEk 'pain', 
etc. (See section 2.3 for further cow.mt!nts on tnis rule.) -
The following items illustrate that ~ raising should also 
be ordered after compensatory lengthening. 
*api aay 'fire' 
*ansa(n) aat ' name' 
*a \.1 an g aaw 1 r:1outh 1 
*daaa(n) raa 'branchs twig' 
~'(laki laak 'penis of adult' 
*langi(t) laane 'sky' 
*manu(k) ma an ' bird, animal: 
*namu aamw I OUf, i 
*pani pa an 'bait' 
*sala(n) aal 'road' 
7tnsama ta am 'outrir;ger 1 
it tali saal ' rope, cord' 
*tama saan 'fatherr 
Note that~ raising affects only short vouels. Thus, if this rule 
is ordered after lengthening, even if a final hirh vowel occurs, 
the rule cannot apply. 
.; -
-·· 
Ii 
C1 
o · 
a ; 
f 
ID' 
A 
t 
( 
t 
s 
e 
0 
r 
0 
n' ' 
e 
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~here are instan ces) thouBh, ~here a raisee to c under the 
i nflueuce of final *u. 
*kamu 
*nf!apulu(q) 
~<:tanun 
i:tapu-
i~tau 
'{taqu 
komw 
n g owl 
sows ow 
SO~Ji 
sow-
SOH (npar) 
'you - h onorific' 
'ten' 
1 grave 1 
'conch shell trumnet' 
'practitioner of 1 
'year' 
In each of t he se examples, note ti.1at £ precedes eithe 1· a velarized 
consonant or ::!..· It is difficult to Ln ou ju s t what tl.e significance 
of this is. It uay be that *u did not front i~ this environncnt? 
and thus raised ~·;a to .9_, or possibly, uh ere *u was final it did 
front witt subsequent raising of *a to ~. tut ~ b ac k ed to .9.. before 
mw or \l. 
In t': o cases, '"a is reflected as e . 
*tansi(l:) 
*pa-
se:et 
pey 
' sea ' 
1 fight 1 
Apparently t h is vowel occurs as a consequence of restructurin g of 
the lexicon. ~he most co~mon word for 1 s ea ' in Ponapean is nanset 
(lit. in-sea). The elicitation fore seet µas probably formed from 
the coMpound foru , thus set after compensatory lengthenin~ became 
seet. ~has no related forras where alternation woul<l provide 
evidence for *a. Thu s, synchronically perhaps these two fcros 
occur in t he base as sC:ti and nc:!_. Diac~1ronically; then, the 
raising of ~ to c: occurred, and since sy•1chronically ~is the vowel 
of t he base and a high se s ment follo ws , e raises to e. 
The se unex~laineJ co gnates renain: 
r•mate 
i•m ap o 
*sau( q ) 
icqate 
i;:ld au (n) 
r«raa t aku ( t) 
*matolu 
*ka( l',dr)anp:pa 
!'"1£ c: (la) 
mo 
too 
€£ 
tee: 
masak 
n osul 
kapw 
1 die 1 
'heal' 
'far off' 
1 liver 1 
1 leaf 1 
1 afraid' 
'thick' 
'new' 
In each of these forms, an unexpected reflex of *a occurs, either 
in ter.:is of he ir;ht, frontness, or lenct;1. Possible explanations 
for each of ta es e forms co u 1 d be of fer e d , l> u t they ~! o u 1 d be ad :!}_.£.£ 
to an extreme. 
5.4 A Summary of Regular Vowel Reflexes 
Only regular reflexes of PG vowels will be listed here. 
Conditioning will be stated in terms of the rules that have been 
previously discussed. 
high Vo~·Yels 
Hid Vowels 
The Low Vowel *a 
*i > u 
t 
y 
i 
*u > i 
w 
u 
*e > e 
t 
Vowel Harmony 
i Lowerine 
Glide Formation 
Elsewhere 
u Fronting and Vowel llarmony 
Glide Formation 
Elsewhere 
t Raising 
Elsewhere 
*o e/£ Vowel Harmony? 
o Elsewhere 
*a > ~ 
t 
0 
a 
a Backinp 
a Rais:tng 
conditioning not clear 
Elsewl~ere 
Other kules Affectin~ Vowels 
Coopensatory Lengthening 
Final Vowel Deletion 
6.0 CONCLUDING COMMENTS 
:he purpose of this paper has been to present some prelimi-
nary observations on the history of Ponapean phonology. Like 
most studies of this nature, however, the comments here have 
raised perhaps as many questions as they have answered. Certainly, 
there are ~any forms in Ponapean that appear to be cognate with 
Proto-Oceanic that cannot be systenatically accounted for by the 
sound change rules that have been herein proposed. These dif-
ficulties cannot be eliminated, but their possible sources ought 
to be consiclered, for tl1ey su.ggest future areas of research. 
Obviously, a better understanding of synchronic phonological 
phenomena in Ponapean would lead to improved diachronic hypotheses. 
Ly• 
: s. 
1 
I 
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The restraints on vowel harmony, for exacple, and th~ extent of 
final vowel retention, if ~noun, woul~ alLlost certainly eli~inate 
some of the difficulties involved in establishing Ponapean reflexes 
for PO vowels. 
Arguillents co~cerning rule orderinr,, too, need to be better 
developed and nore thorour)1ly tcsteJ. In this paper, a number of 
argurr.ents concerning orderinr. have b~en sur,gested, but unfortunately, 
these too often are Lased on only a f~w cognates. Ideally, a list 
of PO reconstructions should be ?resented in conjunction with a 
sequence of ordered rules w~ich ~ould correctly pre~ict current 
Ponapean forms. 
Probably another source of difficulty is that false cognates 
have been taken into consideration in f ormulatinc sound chanr,e 
rules. Jecause of the preli~inary nature of this study, however, 
all items which might reasonably be considered cognate have been 
included. The elimination of some of the more troublesoEc forms 
uould certainly produce neater results, but it is inpossible at 
this stage of research, and per~aps at any stage~ to establish 
the Lind of precise criteria that woul~ be ~ecessary to insure that 
only true cognates were considered. 
~- -- ---- - --
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FOOTNOTES 
1. Other languaees spoken in Ponape i>istrict are iiokilese, Kusaiean, 
Nukuoro, and · Kapingamarangi. The first two of these languages 
are Micronesian; the second two are Polynesian. 
2. The adoption of the Main dialect as a basis for spelling was 
made official in January, 1972 at an orthography conference 
conducted by the author. In practice, this procedure is much 
older. 
3. Garvin, n.d., pp. 8-9. 
4. A taxonocic inventory of Ponapean consonants Pould be identical. 
5. Garvin, n.d., p.5 
6. A sinfle 1-r exception occurs_ that is lul.!!_ 'shri111p'. Four 
n-n~ exceptions have been found, but these are all of the 
canonical form .. ngVn.. . W~i at the significance of this is, 
is not clear. 
7. The construct form ni occurs without the final vowel beint; 
deleted in compoundslike kisi-ni-_t:_y (lit. bit-of-fire) meaning 
'a fire, as for cooLing.i 
8. Grace, (11icronesian Seminar, University of Hawaii, Fall 1971, 
Spring- 1972) 
9. Micronesian Se~inar, Sprin~ 1972. 
10. Gulick, 1880, p. 97. 
11. Damian Sohl, a native speaker of Ponapean, reports havine heard 
older speakers of Ponapean still usinr the voiceless palatal 
affticate. (personal communication) 
12. Goodenough, 1963, p. 78. 
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Fro to-Oceanic /Ponap ean -~_E_g~~-t-~~ 
Proto-uceanic 
1. -qaki 'cause or instrument 
suffix 1 
2. alap 1 take' 
3. anitu 1 ehost' 
4. qapa~a ' shoulder' 
5. api 1 fire 1 
6. ansa(n) 'nane' 
7. asane 1 gill, fin' 
8. qate 'liver' 
9. qatop 'thatch, sago palm 1 
10. awang · open space, nouth 1 
11. -da 'their' 
12. daqa(n) 'branc11s twig' 
13. ndanema 1 forehead 1 
14. ndamu ; chew, lick' 
15. (dr)an(i) 'day' 
16. daRa(q) 'i>lood' 
17. ndau(n) 1 leaf 1 
15. (dl)iki 's~all 1 
19. (dr)on(st)o 'ni~ht' 
20. done;o t hear' 
21. dua 'two' 
22. eno 'lie down 1 
23. iku ' tail' 
24. inu(m) 1 drink' 
25. iriR ' to fan' 
26. ka(dr)u : scratc~ 1 
27. ka(Rdr)angpa 'new' 
28. kaka 1 older sibling of 
s at:::e sex 1 
29. kamu 'ye' 
30. katea 'side of canoe 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
3 7. 
38. 
39. 
4 0. 
kiekie 
ngkinit 
kinta 
ko(e) 
opposite outrigger 1 
'pandanus' 
'pinch 1 
'first person in-
clusive pronoun' 
1 t hou 1 
kuku 7 clat.r, nail' 
kuli(t) 1 skin 1 bark' 
kuRita 'octupus' 
laki '~ale~ adult' 
lan g i(t) ' sky' 
lango 1 a fly' 
Ponapean 
-ki ·~ 'instrumental suffix' 
ale: 1 take' 
e:ni 'ghost' 
apE:rE 'shoulder (its),. 
aay 'fire' 
aat 'name' 
EtE 1 r,i ll (its)' 
EE 'liver (its)' 
~os 'thatch, sago palm' 
aaw 'mouth 1 
-ra- 'their' 
raa 1 branch, twi g' 
taamw 'forehead' 
' tal!lwe : 1 i Cl~ I 
' raan 
nta 
t'e E 
tik 
' rot 
'day' 
'blood' 
'leaf' 
'sraall' 
'dark' 
I ' I ronr; ·hear 
r ia- 't~1 0' 
wen(ti) 'lie down' 
iik 'tail' 
niT'l 'drink' 
irip trans. 
irir intr. 
ka r u ( p-:lU t) 
kapw 'new' 
'to fan' 
vscratch' 
kaaka 'respect of elders 1 
komw ;ye-honorific' 
k asa 'side of canoe opposite 
outrigger' 
kiE 'poss. for mats' 
kinii trans. 
kinikin intr. 'pinch 
kit- 'first person pl. stem' 
, 
kE 1 you-·s3. 1 
kiik 'nail' 
kiil ' skin, bark' 
kiis ' octupus' 
laak 'penis of adult' 
laang 'sky' 
lo::>ng ' a fly 1 
p 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4. 
4 
4· 
4: 
4' 
51 
5. 
5; 
5. 
5, 
5~ 
51 
5: 
51 
5! 
6 ( 
6: 
6: 
6: 
61 
6~ 
61 
6: 
6l 
6! 
7( 
7: 
7 : 
7: 
7L 
7~ 
71 
7: 
7 l 
7 ~ 
8( 
e: 
8: 
8: 
81 
8~ 
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Proto-Oceanic 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
4 7 • 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
5 7. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
62. 
63. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
6 7 • 
68. 
69. 
70. 
71. 
7 2. 
7 3. 
74. 
7 5. 
7 6. 
7 7 • 
7 8. 
7 9. 
80. 
81. 
82. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
(ln)i u a 'b ail' 
liua 'five' 
limu 1 Seaweed, moss' 
maa 'be ashamed' 
mada 'fermented, ripe 1 
madama : moon' 
ngmalala 'cleared ground' 
manang ;p ower, wind' 
l<lanipi{s) 1 thin 1 
~anu(k) 'bird, aninal 1 
nsmaO I taro I 
;::iap o 'to heal' 
masaki(t) 7 sick , pain' 
masawa 'shore~ sea' 
rr,ata ' eye' 
n gmata 'snake, worm' 
mataku(t) 1 afraiG 1 
mansu(rR) 'Jlenty of food' 
mate 1 <lie 
matolu ' t h ick '' 
matudu (K) 1 sleep' 
reauRi ileft (hand)' 
maqudi(p) 7 l ife' 
meRa 'reddish ' 
-mu 1 your -s g. 1 
mudi 'behind' 
~uta(q) 'to spit, vomit' 
muntu 'severed, cut short' 
nano 'lagoon' 
namu(~) 'mosquito' 
nana(q) 'pus' 
niu(R) ' coconut' 
natu 'child, offspring' 
nuns(io) squid' 
n r; apulu(q) : ten' 
ngipo 'tooth' 
on om 
pa-
pa-
paqa 
paqa 
'six' 
7 fight 1 
'causative prefix; 
'steffi of ensiform 
leaves' 
'cut yams for plant- · 
ing' 
pada 1 pandanus 1 
pakiwak 'shar k ' 
pali 1 respect ' 
pan(i) 1 wing' 
- - -----
lim 1 bail I 
1 ima-
1 iimw 
z aak 
:.:i aar 
' five' 
'moss, sponge' 
'be ashamed 1 
'preserved breadfruit' 
maram 'moon' 
~ all 'clear grassy sp ot' 
raanaman 'spritual p ou er 1 
mE:nipinip ' thin 1 
maan 'bird, anioal' 
m\Jaans 'taro 1 
~·1 o 1 to he a 1 ' 
mE:tEk 'pai:i' 
mataw 'open sea' 
rn aas ' eye' 
ffi'·7aas 1 worm' 
masak 1 afraid' 
~ Et 'full of food ' 
rnE: E:(la) 'die' 
1.:iosul 1 thick. 1 
mEyr 'sleep 1 
meyng 1 left' 
noi:·1r 'life 1 
mer ' rust' 
-ow 1 your-singular 1 
nwiri 'be hind, after (it)' 
nwr:1wus 'vomit 1 
mwut 'an ything pulverized 1 
' naaww ' lagoon' 
aamw 1 bug 1 
amw~(sE:) 1 filosquito 
naan 'pus' 
nii 'coconut' 
nEE: 1 poss. for child' 
nuut ' squid ' 
n g owl 1 ten 1 
ngii 'tooth' 
wene - 'six' 
pey 'fight' 
pa·- 7 causative prefix' 
pa 'leaf including stem' 
pa(ki) 'cut yams for planting' 
(ki)par 'pandanus' 
pako 'shark' 
pE:l 'respect' 
pEE: 1 ving, arm (its) 
Pro to-Oceanic . · 
36. 
87. 
88. 
89. 
90. 
91. 
92. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
9 7. 
98. 
99. 
100. 
101. 
102. 
103. 
104. 
105. 
106. 
107. 
108.D 
109.D 
110. 
111. 
112. 
113. 
114. 
115. 
116. 
117. 
118. 
119. 
120. 
121. 
122. 
123. 
124. 
125. 
pani 'bait' 
papa 'downwards' 
pang (ou) (n) 'awaken' 
pat ' four' 
npengka 'bat' 
pengu 'blow the nose' 
pi(dr)i 'fold, twist' 
pili(q) 'select, choose' 
pinsiko 'flesh 1 
pin ta ' split' 
piti(k) 'sprine up' 
pitu 1 seven 1 
pi tuqu 'star' 
mpo- 1 to smell 1 
mponot 'bloc:zed' 
ponu 'turtle' 
ngpongi 'night' 
pua(q) 'fruit' 
mpua 
mpule 
puki 
'areca nut 1 
'coi1ry sh el 1' 
'return' 
mpulu(t) 'eum, glue' 
puko . 'net' 
pun ti 'banana 
c puto 'navel' 
raku 'scratch' 
Ripa 'go close' 
Ruap 'rising tide' 
RunBtna(q) 'house' 
saqit 'sew' 
sakan 'cooking and every-
thing associated 
with it' 
sala(n) 'road, path' 
nsama 'outrigger' 
sampo 'catch' 
sanga ;thigh' 
sangka(q) 'to hop' 
nsangi 'wind 1 
nsakaRu 'reef, sandbank' 
nsake 'upwards' 
nsapa 'what' 
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Po!lapea~ 
paan 'bait' 
paa 'do~1nuards 1 
pangin 'awaken' 
paa- 'four' 
pwc:e:k 'bat' 
pangit trans. 
pEngi(t~y} intr. 'blow the nose' 
pir 'spin, turn' 
pil 1 choose' 
utuk 'flesh' 
?iit 'split leaves of pandanus' 
p i t { l~ t r an s . 
pit intr. 'spring up' 
isf- 'seven' 
usu 1 star 1 
pwoo 'soell' 
pon 'bloclr.ed' 
weey 1 turtle' 
pwoong 'night' 
ir a a ' f r u i t ' 
P'-lUU 
pwili 
wikit 
'arec;:a nut' 
'cowry shell' 
tr ans. 
wik intr. 'to turn' 
pwiil 'gum, glue' 
uuk 'net 1 
uuf1 1 banana 1 
p·wuus 'navel; 
raki trans. 
rEkirEk intr. 'scratch' 
wpe: 1 close (to him)' 
uu 'tide' 
i i m-v: ' ho us e ' 
tCEk trans. 
teytey intr. 'sew' 
sakan trans. 
sak intr. 'eat-honorific' 
aal 'road, path' 
taam 'outri~ger' 
tape:r trans. 
tapatap in tr. 'catch' 
taanG 'thigh' 
take: 'ride (a vehicle)' 
aan g ~ wind' 
tEkE 'island' 
ta r upwards' 
ta 'what 1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
e I 
126. 
127. 
128. 
129. 
130. 
131. 
132. 
133. 
134. 
135. 
136. 
137. 
138. 
139. 
140. 
141. 
142. 
143. 
144. 
145. 
146. 
147. 
148. 
149. 
150. 
151. 
152. 
153. 
154. 
155 . 
15 {j • 
157. 
158. 
159. 
160. 
161. 
1~2. 
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sau(q) 'outside, far off' 
(s)ida 'they 1 
nsipo 1 downuards 7 
nsiwa 1 nine 1 
nsoka 'staL' 
solo 'raountain' 
sul'l! 1 torch' 
sili 1 ?enetratc 1 
suli ; shoot, sucker' 
susu 1 breast' 
-nta 'our (inclusive) 
tali 1 cord, rope' 
talinga 1 ear 1 
tama 1 father 1 
tanum 1 bury 1 
tan£i(s) 'weep' 
tapu- 'conch 1 
tapu(n)i 1 afterbirth 1 
tansi(k) 1 sea, salt water ' 
tau 1 ~an, person' 
taqu ' year , season' 
tina "r1other' 
toko(~ ) 1 staff pole 1 
tolu 'three' 
topu ;sugar cane' 
tuki 'hammer, pound' 
tupa 'fish poison' 
tumpu(<i) 'grow' 
tusu(k) 1 to point 1 
tuqu(d) 'stand up' 
quda(ng) 1 lobster' 
qulung 'pillow' 
qumu 'earth oven' 
quna(p) ' fi sh scale' 
uto 1 float of fis h ing net ' 
·walu ' eight' 
wawa 1 mother 1 s Lrother' 
too 1 far off' 
ir- 'they' 
-ti 'downwards' 
tuwa ... - 1 nine' 
to l~ 'stab' 
tool 'mountain' 
tiil 'torch' 
til ' penetrate' 
iil 'shootj sucker' 
tiiti 'breast' 
- ta- 'lat person pl. possessive' 
shal 'cord, rope 1 
salc:ng 'ear' 
saam 'father' 
sows ow ! r,rave I 
sEng 'weep' 
sEwi or sowi 'conch shell trumpet ' 
sow 'afterbirth' 
seet 'sea ' 
sou- ' practitioner of 1 
sow(npar) 1 year' 
iin 'nother' 
sokon 'cane' 
sili. 'three 
seew 'sup,ar cane 1 
suk 'hammer, pound' 
uup 1 fish poison' 
ipw- 'parentage' 
it 'to point' 
uu(ta) vstand up' 
urc:(nna) or wire(nna) 
ulung or uluul ' ri llow' 
uumw 'earth oven' 
wine: 'fish scale (its) 1 
uus ' float of fishing net' 
'"tli- 'eight' 
waawa 'nephew relationship' 
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